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(6.4) CHAPTER 6
A J) D I _':r' I () NA ,L DES I G N C () N SID E R ,. ':r' ION S
(Continuedj
6.4 VARIABLE REPEATED LOADINGo
).. Statement of the Problem
In the previous discussions 1t has been assumed that
the structures under consic'leratlon were subjected to all of
the applied loads acting simultaneously. It has been further
assumed 'that the applied loads increase inthe1r magnitude
until the limit load is reached. During' tl1is process none
of the applied loads are permitted to change their directions
and the ratio of load magnitudes to each other remains fixed.
Such loading is termed proportional loading.
In practice the separate loads on a structure mat
'ndt satisf'ythe condition of 'propor'tional1ty. Inste'8d~
the separate loads may change in'magnitude independently
from each other. These non-proport;ionalloadsar'e called
wvariable rapes ted loads" inth'e 11terature. In theore-ti-
cal analyses, the repeated loads are assumed to he acting
in cycies.
Two modes of failure that may result from repeated ,i "
ioading are considered in the following:
•..
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(a) Fatigue and Al ternating Plasticity
Fatigue is failure of the material by cracking due
to repeated loading on the structure. In particular, fail-
ure will occur at a relatively low number of cycies when
the repeated loading is such that yielding of the material
occurs alternately in tension and compression at a given
~ross~section. This phenomenon is known as "alternating
p18sticity w. During each cycle of load application plastic
flow will take place and eventually, will lead to fracture.
Fatigue within the nominally elastic range is of
little concern in usual building frames.
(b), Deflection Stability (Shakedown)
,This type of failure is characterized by an increase
incleflection during each cycle of loading, the increments
of deflection being in the same direction. This mode of
failure is termed "incremental collapse". The problem is
to determine the maximum load for which these increments
cease after a few cycles of load application and the de-
flection "stabilizes". When a structure reaches this state
of stabilized deflection it is said to have "shaken down"
and the corresponding load is referred to as the "stabili-
zing load" or the U shakedown load." The s truc ture hence-
forth responds to the load in a purely elastic manner.
205.53
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2 0 Previous Investigations
GrUning(6.40) was the first to recognize that under
veriablerepeated loading a structure may fatl due to a
lack of deflection stability. ,Further extensive studies
in 't"his' field 'B'" (6.41) 'M' . ,(6042) . "were made by leich , elan ,and
(6.43)' ".',' .,' ' ,.. ' ' ". ,.' ' :Horne • In recent years, analyses and experiments
;~ , ' ',' (6.44,6.45)
we,re also made by many other investigators such as Symonds
, . ( 6 .46 , 6 .47 ,6 .48 ) ( 6 .49 ) ,. ,( 6 .50 ) ,.'Neal HOdge . Massonnet Gozum and
, (6.51) ,,' . (a.52) ,Haaljer • Most recently McCarthy and Popov have
carried out a series of experimental investigations of por-
tal frames. Neal and Symonds(6.45) have recently published
the test results ofa number of rectangUlar model frames.
3. Theoretical Analysis
(a)' Alternating Plasticity
A condition of alternating plastIcity is illustra-
ted by the example of a cantilever beam with a concentrated
load acting at the free end. (Fig. 6.24) The load P 1s
assumed at first a's being applied i:p. a downward direction
end the reSUlting moment-curvature relationship at the built-
in section is shown from (0) to (a) in Fig. 6.24. If, in-
stead, the load were applied in the opposite direction, the
corresponding M - ~ curve would be that shown in Fig. 6.24
from (0) to (c). If at point (a) the 10adP is gradually
reIes'sed and finsliy applied in the opposi te direction, the
•.,'
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M - ¢ relationship is linear for a range of moment desig-
nated a's {'j My. The' magnitude of b My is less than or at
most equal to 2M ~ the precise value being a function ofy
the residual stress and Ba:uschinger effect. At point (b),
yleiding starts in the opposite direction. Finally a point
(d) corresponding to -P x is reached. To complete thema • .'
cycle, as loads are released and then reversed1the result-
ing behavior would be as shown by the dashed line d-e-f-a.
Failure due to alternating plasticity will not occur
<t,v;hen ranges of moment values exis t"for which B section be-
haves elastically regardless of :tts previous loading his-
tory.As a first approximation the Bauschinger effect may
'be ignored and this ra nge of !noment (~My in Fig. 6.24) may
be taken as
2 M =
Y
2 M/rp
The necessary condition for eliminating the possibility of
elternating piasticity is:
where Mi denotes the elastic moment values at any section
t'ilt W being investigated. Procedures for calculating the
limit for alternating plasticity in the case of indeter-
minate structures may be found in -Ref. 6.53.
205.53
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(b)' Deflection Stability (Shakedown)
Figure 6.25a shows a 'two-span continuous beam.
From simple plastic analysis the ultimate load is deter-
mined using the mechanism indicated in Fig. 6.25b as
Ii = 6 M/Lu.p (6028)
1
..
wher'6 ~ is the plastic' moment value of the beam and L is
the single span length.
Regardless of the appi'1b!i'tlon of the load at B,
Illt D, or at Band D simu1tane,ously, the ultimate load Pu
remains the same. Even if the load at B is applied first
up to the ultimate value Pu ' it is still possible to apply
a load at Dand increase it to Pu • However the deflectiOns
rut ultimiate load will depend 9n the sequence of ioad app1i-
cation ..
Suppose the load is first"sppl1edet B below the
,ultimate' value Pu ' sa'yP. 5.5 Mp/t~ For a load P the maxi-
l11tunmoment at B according to an elastic amiiysis is indica-
ted in Fig. 6025c~ As th~ applied load Ii =5.5 Mp/L pro-
duces an "elastic" moment in excess of the plastic moment
Mp at B (MB =ii {505 ~p JL= 7~45 ~)and less than Mp
everywhere else along the beam, a plastic hinge would form
at B'. Arter release of the load the permanent kink from
the plastic deformation at this point will ind.uce negative
•205.5:3
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,..;
residual moments in the beam (tension in the top fiber)
as shown in Fig. 6.25d.
P; 's'econd load cycle of two equal loads P = 5.5:Mp/I:
at Band D would require a moment larger than Mp above the
middle support C (using elastic anaiysis) (Fig. 6.25e).:In
addition, the previous cycle already has induced a residuai
1i1omem"t of the same sign such 'that plastic rotation wiil be
.further increased at the interior support. With loadsre-
moved 9 this second kink will result in positive residual
moments as shown in Fig. 6.25'f p the magnitude, of ~c being
determined later. The final moment diagrams under stabiii-
zing loaclPs are given in Fig~ •.. 6.gpg and 6 .. 25h respectively
for load at B and at Band D simultaneously.
The moment-versus-Ioad"relationship of this same
structure is shown diagrammaticaiiy in Fig. 6.26 as two
lo$ids P are applied and then removed. The absoiute value
of moment 1s plotted versus the load. The moment at C 1s
grea tar than tha tat B and therefore yielding occurs when
the former moment rea'ches M,. at point (a).. If the load
j.s removed when P = PIP the'moment at C will decrease
along line b-d and that at B will decrease according to
line c-e.. The residual moments for the unloaded beam are
shown as {~)B and (~)CP and these correspond to Fig.
6.25(f) •. The amount of residual moment will. then be
•205.53
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a1gebra1cally superimposed on the appiied moment in the
next cycle 0
In Fig 0 6.27 is piotted the number of loading cycles
versus the d'efiection at the end of each cycle. 'WhenP is
equal to or less than a certain critical value Ps , a set of
residmil moments will be set up" in 'the structure a.fter a few
cycles. All further repetitions of load are carried elas-
tically (asymptotic to a cert~in value). 'If P is greater.
thsnP , the deflection does not stabilize and the deflec-s ," .... '"
tion continues to grow for each cycle of load a ppiication.
It is possible to determine mathematically the maxi-
mum load .for which the de.flection' Of the structure will
finaliy stabilize regardless of e'ny possible type or number
or loading cycles. Such a load is calied the stabilizing
load, Ps • The condi tion to be fulfIlled is that at points
of max1mum moment the absolute value of the sum of the resi-
dual moment bir and the e1a'st1c r.n(jm~nt M produced by the
loads does not exceed the ful:t pias,tic moment value Mp. In
general terms:
...
(6.29)
,~' Applying this to the probiemat hand, the conditions to be
satisfied are as fOllows:
•205.53
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At section B:
At section C:
13/64 (PL) + (~)B - Mp
12/64 (PL) + (M) =Mr C -p
-8
(6.30)
However, the residual moments can have only a linear varia-
tion, with the maximum value at C (Fig. 6.25d or 6 0 25f) so
that
(6.32)
•
Expressions for the stabilizing load Ps are obtained from
Eqs~ 6.30, 6.31 and 6.32. The residual moment in the struc-
ture corresponds to the one caused by the last loading case
in a cycle (ioeo Figo 6e25f)0 Therefore, Figs. 6.25c,
6025e and 6.25f are superimposed for the determination of
the stabilizing load PSG At section B moments are of the
same sign, and Eqo 6 030 yields
= Mp
At section C, moments are of different sign, andEq. 6.31
yields
(Mr)C =~
From these two conditions, the stabilizing load Pa and the
residual moment (Mr)d a're determined.
I
'4
Thus Ps =96/19 Mp/L
(~)G = - 1/19 Mp
•205.53(6.4)
From Eqs. 6.28 and 6033
ps/P
u
= 84 .•4%
-9
(6.35)
Equation 6035 indicates that the stabilizing load is theore-
tically about I6%' lower than tb:~ tilt imate loaef P •
u
Asa check on alternating pl"asticlty, the followirlg
t;ondition must be satisfied
(Mi'" ) - (Mi ' i ~ 2max m n
•
In the previous example at section B
(~)'maxo :. 13/64: (96/l9 Mp) = 39/38 ~
(MB)mln. = -3/64 (96/19 Mp ) =-9/38 ~
(MB'maxo -(MB'-min.- 4"2/36 Mp (2My
,,'
Actually, the increas~ in defleq£ion for s load
p( Ps ~1lf cease as strain-hardening sets in. A discussion
of the effect of strain-hardening can be found either in
Ref. 6948 or Ref. 6051.
4. Experimental Correlation
Experimental studies were carried out, and the type
of stru6tures generally considered were continuous beams
and rectangular frames. Klc)ppel(6.S4) investigated two ... spsn
, ~
continuous beams with simple supportso Such structures were
•205.53
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also investigated iater by Massonnet(6.50) and Gozum(6051).
Massonnet tested two-span contiriuous beams with loads applied
at the center of each span, while Gozum investigated the
same structure with loads off center to simulate the worst
possible condition.
Neal end Symonds (6.45) 'have tested smeli scale rec-
bangul~r portel frames with symmetrical vertical load and
horizontal load under cyclic loading. ,Test resul ts indicated
that tha observed stabiiizing loads ~about 10% higher than
those given by theory. McCarthy and Popov have experimented
on a series of frames under variable repeated 10ading(6.52),
inYesti gating bo thaI ternating piastici tyand. deflection
stabili ty phenomena • Test resul ts show that the theoretical
analysis (based on no strain-hardening)' gives conservative
predictions and that strain-hardening may increase thesta-
bllizing 10ad(6.48) (6.51).
,All results indicated'th,i't the experimental values
were higher than those given by'theory. Tables 6.2a, 6.2b,
6.2c and 6.2d contain a summary of each of the previous
important observations.
Set Relationship to Design
Practically every recent investigator of the subject
has concluded the t the problem of v~riable ,repeated loading
may be disregarded for building frames designed for the
•,
..
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usual conditions of static loading. The probability of
failure by a single overload appears to be much greater
than the probability of failure by alternating plasticity
or by loss of deflection stability.
Of particular significance is the fact that the
r~tio of live load to dead load must be very large before
'i;h8 load a ,c'3rrying capa c1 ty is' reduc'ed because of load
1"'speti tions.. In nearly all of the 'tests described in Sec-
tion 4, extreme examples were chosen in which all of the
fo~d was considered to be live load.. It is unusual to
find such extreme load va'riations in building structures.
The live load is seldom more than two-thirds of the total
load and
thG total.
usually it is of the order of one-third of
...,
It must be remembered that the safety factor F
doas not provide for possible'overloads alone. It also
accounts for such additional factors as variation in ma-
tarial properties, dimensions, workmanship, fabrication,
methods of analysis, etc. Therefore, variation in live
load alone could not properly be assumed to account for
the full value of the factor of safety_
(6048) ",',"Neal has emphasized the fact that failure due
to increase of deflection is a gradual process so that ample
..
...,
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warning of danger is available. This implies that a lower
load factor is acceptable forPs than that provided forPu •
Finally, the results of the most recent tests using
rolled shapes have shown that the observed stabilizing load
was always greater than the theoretically predicted value.
Since the theoretical values cfPs 'are seldom more than 20%
b~iow pu>. the practicali ty of this problem loses much of
fts significance. .Although acco,bt could be taken of variable
repeated loading by using a higher load factor, such a pro-
cedure is neither reasonable nor necessary for ordinary
building frames.
VARIABLE REPEATED LOADING
Deflection stability need not be investi-
gated in the design of statically-ioaded build-
ing frames 0
.. 205053(7.1)'
CHAPTER 7
C 6 M PRE S S I 6 N
7.1 INTRODUCTION
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MEMBERS
,.,:
Simple'plastic theory assumes thatemamber sub-
jected to bending moments:. wilt sustain a certain limiting
bending moment value (the "plastiemoment"Mpj that is de-
, -
pi::maati't dnfy on the geometrical properties 61: the cross
I
sa'etlon and the yield s tress of the steel. When this max-
imum moment fs approached, curvature Increase's irideflni tely
and a hinge type of actIon occurs. The presence of axial
force tends to alter this s1 fustion,. In the follOWing the
various effects of axial force on the behavior of members
.. .. '~'.
1.na rigid fra~ will be desc;-ibed.
In a rigid frame, as ioadsare applied the indi-
vid.ual members which comprise"the s'tructureare subjected
i'e; vs'rloua 6'ombfnat10nsofaxlel thrust, end moments, and
end restraints ..In many case's iii plasticaliy desigrH~'cf
st.ructures the end restraints do not Inf'luenoe the behavior
beoause of the formetion of pJa~tio" hinges.
For the individual member which is subjected to
bErnding moments a.:hdahaxia1 force' and Whi~h fs sufficientiy
'braced in. the Is'teral d 1rect~on or 'which 1s bent about its
weak axis, the mode of faIlure will be that of instability
•J
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in the plane of the apptied bending moments. This type
of failure is characterized bye continued deflection in
this planee.t the critical loading and has been referred
to as failure by "excessive bending' in the' plane of the
applied moments,,(708). This same definition will be used
herein.
Ifs membe'r bent about the "strong axis has insuf-
ficient 19 taraI bracing and rCa large difference exists
between the, bending st1ffnesses about each of the principal
axes Of the cross section, the membs'r may :find ft easiert6
8ustainthe loading by bending out of the plane of the ap-
plied moments and at the ssme time twistingo This type of
, failure will be referred to as"1~t~ra1-torsion8Ibuckling".
An additional type of'·' failure, which is basically
different from those describea above, and which involves
the structure 8S a whole, may occur whens idesway of the
structure is not prevented. Th.iscondition is characterized
by 8 shift of the total structurel deformation patt~rn from
I ~ i
one that is symmetrical to one that 1s anti-symmetrlce.lEfn4
,
is accompanied by an over-all raters'! displacement cftha'
frame. This s:1 tiH3ti on will occur in a symmetrical s true tura
that is symmetrically loaded when, at a cri tical magni tude
of the loading, the total resistance of the structure to
lateral movement becomes zero. The possibility of this'
..
205.53(7.1) =15
1.
I
..
,
...
"sfCfesway" or "frame" type of instability places e restric-
tion on the ranges of applicability of the individual member-
strength solutions.
Afurther situation may develop when the structure
in question deforms horizontally from the first loadappli-
cation. For these casEls the hor1.zo~taf displa cement of the
column top with respect to the bs'se' meyar tar the carrying
oapacity of the individual member 0 This type of action would
be sImilar in ria t"u:r'e" to that Of the maximum carrying capac1ty
of beam-colunins~ As in that case~there would be reached
a certain loading for which the structure would continue to
deform in the direction Of ini tfal movement ("excess i ve bend-
ing" j 0
Since in plastic design a moment-resistant "hinge
typeD action is assUmed~ the pr6blem of rotation capacity
also may influence the design as pointed out in previous
sections of this Commentary. 'It'may be necessary in certain
sltua tions to insure a reletively large rotation at near-
maximum loads.
"'.2 REDUCTION OF THE PLASTIC MOMENT DUE To:AXUL THRUST
statement of the Problem
it' If member is SUbjected to the combined action of
bending moment and axial force, the available plastic
205.53
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moment capacity is reduced from the full value of ~ to a
lesser value that wili herein be designated as Mpc • However,
the design procedure may be easily modified. to take this re-
duction into account since it has been demonstrated that
the ali-important '''piastic hinge" characteristic is stili
retained at this lower moment. Because this Is a prope'rty
of the cross section, the value of ~c as considered in this
i3e6tion is independent of the ex·ferns! loadIng 8:ndthe slen-
derness ratio, and it is immaterial whether the axiai force
is in compression or tension. Even though instability ef-
fects are exciuded, the discussion in this section gives a
good approximation to the actual behavior of very short
compression members and to certaIn Other columns Of practical
proportions, as will be shown in the following sections.
d.etermining M- are' given by
Hendry("'i·sT, ~:al(:3·4), aildby
and Johnston (3.1,7 .4T.
thrust on the moment capacity of
- (7.l5 ....Girkmann. Methods of
B""k (7.2) 'R' 'd' ..' i 'k (7 ~3ra er , 0 er c ,
2. Prevlous Research
The first published work On° the influence ofla':kial
e. short column is th'at of
Beedle, Thurlimann, Ketter
I
.
3. Theoretical Analysis
is 'ail illustration of the innuence of axial thrus t
on the plastic moment value, consider a rectangular section
•" . 205.53(7.2) -17
as shown in Fig. 7.10 Assuming for example, that the thrust
1s maintained constant and that the moment is progressively
incrEfs'sed, the moment-curvature relationship will be that
'sftbwn in Fig. 701 in a non-dimensional plot. (The moment
1s non-dimensionalized by dividing it by ~end the curva-
ture is non-dimensionalized by dividing it by the curvature
at the inception of yieldingl'¢:t ).For ilie purpose of com-
parison the curve for no Bxiel force is shown asa dashed
I
line in Fig. 7.10 As the moment becomes larger, the stress
lsas shown on stress dis'trlbutionsA,B,C end D~ Yield-
:1ng starts first in the outside fiber on the compression
side of the member. Only after a portion 6fthis side has
yielded, will the tepsion, side begin to yield. (Thiaes-
sumes that the axial force is in compression). As was the
case whEm sielel force wes notpresentl' the hinge condi tlon
corresponds to that sltmftion in whichthi'f cross section is
fulty yielded.. (stress distribution D in Fig. 7.1 or /3S re-
drawn in Fig. 7.2}0 Howeverl' there will no longer be equal
areas yielded in tension and compression as in case of bend-
ingva thout axiai load. Thus' the ria'utrel axis no longer co-
incides with the centroidai axis. Hinge rotations for the
computation of the virtual work performed by the mechanism
may still be assumed about the centroid of the section, the
error for the struc'tures considered lnthis Commentary is
negligible. For very deep built-up. sections, however, the
..
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~ftect of the shift of th~ neutral .ii~ may n~t ben~glec­
ted. (7 ~25r
The value of M for any cross section can be ob-pc
tained from the equations of equilibrium of the internal
and external forces. That is:
p =
M :: {crYdA
(a)
(b)
} (7.1)
In Eq. 7.1 cr is the stress at a given fiber, y is the
d.is tsnce of the t fiber from the centroidal axis, dA is a
differentiai area element, and integration is performed
over the Whole eros s section.
Equation 7.1a gives the follOWing expressiOn for
the rectangular section (see Fig. 7.2):
:: 1/2 (pI o-yb) (7.2)
Equation 7.1b gives:
SUbstituting Eq. 7.2 into Eq. 7.3, and noting that
OYbd :: CTyA :: 'Py and that· for no axial force present Mpc =
Mp :: Uybd2/45> the non-dimensional expression for the
,-
..
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reduced plastic moment for a rectangUlar section is
-19
(7 .. 4)
'.
Bye s~mitar process the values of ~c can be com-
puted fOr any section 0 Equations f6110w for wid.e-flange
sections subjected to bending'~about the strong and weak
axes.. The nomenclature used is that given in 'Part I of the
Commentary and as shown on the inset of Fig .. 7.3 .. New
terms are also defined below ..
'" Strong Axis Bending of WF Sections:
"il Neutral axi s in web:
~c/~ = 1.00 - A2 (P/Py )2
4wZ "
x
for
b (P/Py ~ W(d-2t )/A
B) Neutral axis in fiang~i
M 1M' :.:pc P
for
A (1 - P!p.y) [ .A (1. - 'PI Fy')l,d~ 2b...l
(7.6)
.'
w (d - 2 t ) I A ~ PIF ~ 1 .. 00y
M ... /M
. pc P
(7.2)
Weak Axis Bending of WF Sections:
. ~) Neutral axis in web:
A2 (P/py··)2
-' 1.00 - _
4dZy
for
b ~p/p <. wd/A.y
-20
for
Wd/A<P/Py ~ 1.00
axis inNeutral
M c/MP P
:::
'2A
8tZy
flange:
\" 4btL A (l-P/Py )][l-P!Py J"
(7.8)
In the above expressionsZx is the plastic modulus
about the x-axis (strong axis) and Zy is the plastic moduluB
about the y-aXiS (weak axis).
Wher·eas Eqs. 7.5 to 7 .8arEl givei'l 1n~f form suitable
for determining ~e for a given wide:'fiange section, they
do noi readily indic.te the i~fluerice of cross-sj~t16nal
shape. The corresponding equations for strong axis bending
are given in Ref. 3.1 in terms of the ratios At/Aw. These
latter equations contain the simplifications that for WF
shapes d/dw and df/dw ere about the same for all shapes and
are approximately ecIuaT to 1.16' and 1.05 respectively. The
non~dimEms :tonal plot of the se ecitia tions fOr various Af/Aw
ratios is shown in Fig. 7.3. The corresponding equations
for weak axis bending of WF shapes are:
•205 .. 53
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Neutral axis in web:
for
," [1+ (Af /Aw)2 .](w/b) (dw/d) Af/Aw+ w/b (p/py )2
(7.9)
NeufralEixis in flange:
m . 1M = (I-P!P 1\ (1 + AfAw12 ] X
pc" p Y, [(Af/Aw (Af'/A,,+- w/b)
X l (H2A"/Ar ) (l-P/Py~
for
1 r <: P/p <: 1.00y
.e.
Assuming such typic.l valuesifs w/b = 0.04 and
d/dw ::: 1 ..10,9 ·the curves shown in Fig. 7 .. 4 'are obtained for
'weak axis handing"
From Figs. 7.3 and 7 .4tt is evid.ent that the rs'nge
of the equations for most WF s.ections falls ina very narrow
band.. This fect simplifies the problem of formulating de-
sign rules (see section on de~ign recommendations)"
The behavi0r ofwide-,:tiange columns subjected to
biaxia'! bending (that 'is, where the a. pplied bending moment
is not about one of the principal axes ). 1s discussed in
Ref .. '7 .. 24 ..
205053
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4. Experimentsl Correlation
Figure 7 .. 5 shows the correlation between a set of
experimental c'fa taand. theory. Each of the three tests was
carried out on a l2WF36 member which was so short ths't in-
stability was no problem. rt/rx:::: i~b)~ Furthermore, flex-
ure about the weak axis was prevented. by the arrangement of
the knife edges at the column ends. This permitted rotation
in the strong direction only. The results are plotted as
moment versus curvature to indicate the influence of axial
force on the reduction of the plastic hinge moment. For
member T=l the axie!'l load was zero (pure bending). Members
T-7 and T=8 were' loaeled by 'an eccentric force. 'As would be
expected, the hinge moment fo; T-7 ~nd T-8 does not reach
the full value of Mp • The hinge'condition, however, was
reaT:tzed in all cases (see Fig. 7.5) and. the experimentally
determined va'lue of M, was close to t118t predicted by Eqs.pc
7.S' and V.,6 (represented by horizontal de'shed tines in Fig.
"
7.5) •
TO!!l'ffordm clea'rer indic8t'iori of the correlation
between this set of test d,ita:' and pred.ictions, Fig. '1.6
giv-es the experimentally determined" initial yield end ul-
tima te strength val ues plotted on an inte'raction diagram.
s imila'r to the t described earlier.* Also, there haa been
--.,,----------------------------
'* The 'interaction diagram for ultfmate strength was con-
st'ructed using Eqs.7.5 and 7.6; the initial yield curve
represents the elastic limit computed from the equation
Uy i; piA + MIs.
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'included 1Il this comparison the result ofa pure axial load
test (T";e) of the' same cross 'section. Due to the presence
of residual stress" the elesti61nteraction curve slightly
overestimates the strength at" ini tiel yielding. The ulti-
mate load curve on the o'.ther hand slightly underestimates
the capacity; this is due to~tr'a.1nherdeningo
Results ofa series of test"s conducted by Heridry( 7.S)
on short (9" long) 3'" standard' Brl t'ish I-Beams are shown in
Fig. 7.. 7; excell.ent agreem.ent'wlth the theory isindfcated.
A constant moment was flrstapplled' to the member and the
axial force was subsequently increased until the member had
fUlly pl-astified.
The experimental evidence ---shows that for mild steel
the reduction in moment capacity due to the presence of
axial force can be closeiy predicted by the theories out-
lined.
is. Desi.gn 'Recommenda tions
,To account for the influence of axial force in de-
sign, any of the appropriate equations or curves of this
section could be used. However, since the curves for wide-
fTange shapes fall within a relatively narrow bend (see
Figs 0 7 03 and 7 .4 ),,1t is possible to obta in slmpl-e 'approxi-
mate expressions for these cross sections.
•205.53(7.2)
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aXial force may bene-
glected ifl> is less than 15% of Py (Py =oyl'). If' the
aXfalforce is larger g the interaction between mODlent a'nd
force is:
= 1.18 (1 - P/Py ) (7.11)
The corresponding equation for weak-axis bending is:
M 1M :1~"19 rl,' ~ (pip )2,1pc p , . r ' y , (7.12)
'II
•
Equatlon7~12 need only be used whenP is more than 40% of
Py.Thsse approximations yieid an error of less than five
percent (Fig. 708 and 7~9) 0
'The simplest way to use these interaction equations
is to find a trial section based on b~md1ng cons:tderations
slone and then to adjust this sec-tion by successive correc-
tions until the conciitIons of the iriteiract:ton'equ.s.tions are
fUlfilied.
Thus a design guide may be formula:md in order to account
for the influence of axial 'thrust ~ It must be kfipt in mind
that instability effects are neglected and so these equations
apply in the strictest sense only to short columns. Calcu-
lations inclUding the effects of instabiiity have shown that
205.53(7.3) -25
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'the strongax:i.s interaction equatIon (Eq. 7.ll)i8 also
valid for columns which are SUbjected toanaxfal 10aa end
to equal end bending moments which cause double curvature
defiectlonas long asLlr -< 120 andP/Py <O~6 (see 'Art.
'7.3 ) and as long as theprov1.s10ns 'of Eq'. '7 .19s'pply.
In 'sunnriary~ for short columns and for longer columns
fulfilling the requirements of the preceding paragraph, the
design recommendations are:
REDUCTION OF PLASTIC MOMENT CAPACITY
Strong'AXiS Bending, WF sections:
For "~ Ii ~ 0.15 PYI use M. =MO~ pc p
For 0.15 P ~p ~ Py ' M a 1.18 (1 -'P/Py')~Y pc
Weak Axis Bending, WF Sections:
ForO~ p ~ () .4"Py' useMp;Mp
For O.4Py ~ P ~ Py ' Mpc • lel9l1 - CP/Py)~ ~
. Recta~g1118rSectlon:
[1 - (P/Py )2 J
'7.3 MOMENT CARRYING CAPAC ITY OF CbtUMNS
Statement of the Problem'
Al though the solutions that were obtained in the
preceding section represent a basic characteristic of the
205.53
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cross secffon and are adequate for short columns, they do
not always correspond to the ~m6unt of loading that a longer
column can sustain.
As an illustratIon of the problem, consider the ec-
centrically loaded colunm of Fig. '1.10. As the load is in-
creased beyond initial yielding at midlength, plastificatlon
progresses along and across1:;he column, thereby reducing :its
resis tanca to further loading. Fig. '7.11 shows a typical
load-versus-center deflection curve' for an eccentrically
loaded column. The portion of the curve from 0 to A repre-
sents the column behavior when the stresses are still elastic~
"TEe portion A - B represents the range of partial yielding.
Finally, when theP-versus-Yt curve reaches point B; tS
turtherincrease in load becomes impossible because the in-
ternal sfiffnessof the column is just enough to resist P
and the momentP (e+ Yt)." It 1s with the determination
'of this maximum value of 'p th~ t this section of the CODnnEln-
tary is concerned. It 1s evident that this type of failure
occurs by virtue of excessive belnding :in the plane of the
applied moments.
Acolumn will not fatlin the manner just discussed
if the 'cross section under consideration has markedly dif-
ferent values of bending stiffness in the two principal di-
rections (a characteristic of wide-flange sections), if the
'.
•
..
•
member is subjected to bending about the stronger of the
two axes, and if no torsional restraint at its ends nor
intermediate lateral restraint is provided. The column
will twist and bend ,out of the piane of loading, and in
general its strength will be reduced. This phenomenon is
known as "lateral-torsIon's! buckling" a'nd is the subject
6f Art. ~.~ of this chapter.
If lateral-torsional buckling is prevented, the
eccentrically loaded colunm (or tbecolumn with end bending
moments plus an axial thrust) can ri fa il" only 'after a certain
amount of yielding takesplace~ The problem is therefore
not one of stress but one of stability. The point of in-
different equilibrium occurs when the internal stiffness
is just enough to resist the external moments. Thus for
certain columns the condi tion of full plasticity will not
be reached.
2" Previous Research
The first investigatort6 s'bive the problem of the
eccentrically loaded colunm on"the-basis of stability was
von Karm~no Bleich has presented an extensive resume of
the early work on this topic, :l.ncludIng the work of von
K~rni~nl' Chwalla, Westergaard, Osgood and Jezek; it is con-
tained in sections 9 through 12 of Ref.. 6..18. The original
public a tions 'are aIso lis ted there .. "
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Recent work extended the investigations of the early
researchers in this field.. Solutions to the problem of ec-
centrically loaded, end-restrained rectangular columns were
presented by Baker, Horne and Heyman (this work is discussed
in Ref .. 3 .. 3) and by Bijlaard, Fisher and Winter(7.6) .. Ketter,
Eqminsky, Beedle and Galambos. i!1vestigated the problem of
hinged-end colunms oftfs-r6l1~d, s~eel wide-flange sections
·bent Ilibout their major axeso(7 .. 7, 7.8, 7.9)
Parallel to the efforts' of the determination of the
strength of eccentrically loadedc61unms by rational means,
attempts to define empirical interaction equations for pre-
d.icting column strength have been made.. Among these, the
most recent and mos t extensiva work is that of Campus and
~~!assonnet.. (6 ..30) Their interac tiol1 equa tion is
where
P + Mequ
Pc r -~-(:--1--P-/-;-P-e~)- <1.00 (7.13)
..
P = Axial load on the colunm
Pcr =Maximum axial force the column can carry if
\ no bending moment is present
M = Equivalent end bending momentequ
• M
equ (7.l4)
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=
::
Larger of the two end moments
Smaller Of the two end. moments. The sign
::
of ~ is negative in Eq. 7.:1.4 if it causes
a curvature opposite to that caused by Ml •
The elastic "Euler" buckling load of the
column in the plane of the moments.
. . .. ".'
Full plastic moment of the cross section
•
In case the maximum moment occurs at the end of the
column, the following equation holds for the interaction
between P and M:
:: 1.00 (7~i5)
•
,In, design both aqua tions 7.13 and 7.15 must be checked.
Campus and Messonnet have shown that Eqs. 7."13 and 7.15 ere
conservative if compared. with res~lts of column tests.
-Besides the theoretical work on this topic:, many
exper1m"entshave been cond.ucted, notably those by Bijlaard,
Mason, Fisher, Winter~7.6,7.10,7.1f)Johnston, Cheney, Ketter,
Beedle, KeminSky,(7.4,7.7,7.l2) Campus, Massonnet(6.30) and
others. {7.1i3 f
It is impossible in -anartfcle such as this to do
fUll justice to the immense effortth'ath~fs been put forth
insolv1ngthe various aspects of theeccentrica:1.1Y loaded
•
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column problem. Therefore oniy B few have been mentioned;
for 8 more complete review of ali ' work , Ref. e.18 lists the
"classicai" studies, and a forthcoming publication of 'the
Column Research Council(7.14) will summarize the most recent
research.
3'8 Theoretical Analysis
From the many solutionsavaflable, one must be se-
lected wh1ch would represent mostIi'e~irly the condItions that
exist in a plastically designed rigid frame of the type con-
sidered in this Commentary (bhatis, one-or two-story frames).
The results of Ref. 7.8 have been chosen, because they repre-
sent a so-called "exact" solu'tlon (for including the influence
of res idua 1 s tress on colUmri strength) and are dirac tly
applicable to columns fabricated from as-rolled Wide-flange
shapes which are subjected to bending about their strong
c -
axes.
In the developmEmt of, the theory, the following as-
sumptionsare made:
a) The mode of failure will be that of excessive
bending in the plane of the moments; further-
more, this plane is taken to be the strong plane
of the section.
.>
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b) Lateral-torsional buckling is prevented.
cj The material is mild, structural grade steel
such as ASTM-A7 or A373, which is assumed to
possess the idealized stress-strain ·curve of
Fig. 2.1.
d) Members are originally straight, free from
ace iden tal end-eccentricities, and are of uni-
form cross section along their length.
e) Plane sections before bending remain plane after
bending.
f) The slope of the' deflected coluinn is small.
g) The behavior of the column in the frame is the
that of .. isolated member loaded with"same as. an
axial force and end bending moments.
a.
Iriterac t:l.on curves fo r strong axis bending of a
rolled ~ide-flange section are developed in Ref. 7.8' by
an iterative procedure. The 'influence of residual stresses
due to cooling after rolling Is included in these calcula-
tions, thus giving column solutions' for as-del1vered sections.
The particular residual stress pattern which is used (see
Fig. 7.12) is typical of commonly used Wide-flange column
sections (7 o?' 7 o~5) 0 n A maximum compressive residual stress
205 .. 53
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of 0.3 V is assumed in the calculations.y
In'teraction curves for w1de:"'flange sections are
a-hown in Fig 0 7014 and 7015 for' two' loading conditions.
These curves have been computednumerlcally for the SWF31
sha~; however, they represent a good approximation for any
o'ther WF sec ti on 0 '. The SWF:31 section has been chosen
•
t
because of :its low shape factor (1' = 1.10 as compared to
the average value of 1.14. )'. Hence the curves are conserva-
tive for other sections in the ratio of their shape factor
to 1 ..10 0 The interaction curves show a non-dimensional plot
of the reta tionship between the axial force (abscissa) and
end bending moment (ordinate) for constant values of the-
slenderness ratio in the direction of bfmding.
Figure 7.14 gives the curves for a loading condi-
tion in which two equal end moments'cause the column to
bend in single curvature; Fig. '7..1.5 shows the curves for
the case where only one end moment is applied (moment ratios
of 1.0 end 0, respectively).
A complete descriptiohof the calculations necessary
to obtain these interaction curves 1s given in Ref. '7.8.
bniya brief outline of the procedure is gi ven here to sh~w
how one point on a curve is obtained.' For the given section
an axial force and a slenderness ratio are assumed. The
•'.
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problem is to find. the corresponding maximum end moment
which can be carried by this member..,As a first step, mo-
ments lfre assumed which. are above the elastic limit moment
for the given axial force as indicated in Fig.. ,7 ..13,0 For
a possible first approximation, the elastic deflection line
corresponding to the given end moments an d axial force may
be chosen.. Moments are computed at equally spaced intervals
along the column.. The curvature caused by these moments is
obtained from a moment-curvature diagram shown in Fig.. 7 ..13.
(The development of these curves is given in Ref .. 7~7 ..
Curves due to the assumed residual stress pattern are the
dashed lines Y.. These curvatures ar'e in tegra ted numerica l1y
to get anew deflected sha pe ~starting wi ththe new de-
flections each time, cycles of integration are repeated
until the true deformation of the column caused by the given
10acH.rig Is reached ... The end 'slopes are determined graph-
ically or by assuming that bet~een ,the outer three points
. the deflection curve is a parabola.. RepeatiI1g this process
now with a new moment value, a curve showing the relation-
ship between end slope and end moment can be constructed;
the maximum poin't on this curve corresponds to 'the critical
moment of the given section.. This maximum point can never
actuaDy be rEi'ached by calculation because the numerical In-
tegra'tlon process diverges at this point.. However, a few
points chosen near this value enable the determination of
205053(703) ...34
the final moment to a sufficient degree of accuracy by ex-
tending the curve o
The curves of Fig. 7.14 and 7.15 have been obtained
by the methods described above for steel with j yield str~ss
o'f 33 ksi. If it is desired to use these curves for steel
with a different yield stress ievel, an approximate result
can be obtained if the actual slenderness ratio of the column
..
is multiplied by the fact6rVo;~i where o-y is the
stress of the particular steel (expressed in ksi) •
yield
4.
I •
Experimental Correlation
Figures 7.16 through 7.19 show the experimental cor-
relation of various tests with the interaction curves of
Fig .. '7014 and 7.15.
Figure 7 ~f6 correlates' the' theory wi thtests per-
formed by Muson, Fisher and Win tar on hat-shaped sections(7elO,7.ll)
This crpss ~section conforms most nearly to
the assumptions made in the derivation of the interaction
curves (namely that lateral buckling cannot take place since
bending' is about the weak axis) and yet the action of
a: Wide-flange shape bent about its strong axis is simulated.
The correlation shown on Fig. 7.16 is good.* In this figure
------------------------------
'* These tests also give good correlation with the interaction
equation (Eq .. 7.13) as shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. 7.11.
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is well ~s in the figures following 9 th~ continuous solid
line refers to the theoretical curves for the given eccen-
tric 1ties ; the points represEmted by circles 9 squares, or
triangles are the experimentai points. These have been
corrected to include the influence of specimen yield stress
other than 33 ksi. In Fig. 7.16 the experimental points
fall slightly above the theoretical curves; this is as would
be expected since the shape factors' of the hat sections are
slightly above those of Wide-flange sections and the residual
stress was somewhat below that assumed in the theory out-
lined here. (f:: 1.18, 1.25, and 1.1'1 for the three sections
that were tested; o;c(max) = 9.23cry as compared to Oo3cry
of the theory}.
The correlation with tests-conducted by Johnston
and Cheney(7.~2} is shown in Fig: 7.17. The test setup
was such that the columns were essentially pin ended with
respect to bending in the strong direction, and fixed ended
in the weak direction. This was done by the use of knife
edges placed perpendicular to the web. The test colunms
usually failed by lateral-torsional buckling. It is inter-
esting to note, however, that except for the tests which
fall close to the region where failure would hive been due
to ';:Euler buckling" in the weak c'lire,ction (see dotted
curve) the correlation With the theory which neglects
..
•
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la teral-torsional behavior is reasonably good.. In con-
structing the dotted Euler buck~ing curve the effective
column length with respect to the y-axis was taken as 0 .. 6
times the colunm length ..
Test results of Campus"snd Massonnet/6.. 3()} are com-
p~red w1. th theoretical predictions 'in Fig .. '7.18.. The DIE
profiles, of which the test colUmns were made~ are geometri-
cally simiiar to American WF profiles.. The end conditions
of the columns were essentially pin ended in bothprinc1pal
di.rec tions, since the end fixtures consisted of almos t
frict1oniess~ hydraulically-seated steel hemispheres. For
such end conditions the lowest possible restraint is offered
to lateral-torsional buckiing. As shown in Fig .. '7 ..18, most
of the test points agree rather well with the theory which
neglects this type of bucklings>, even though failure was by
lateral-torsional instability~ Comparison was made only
for the loading case where mowen~ was applied at one end of
the column ..
Finally, in Fig .. '7.lg r areshown comparisons with
results of experiments made at the-University of Wisconsin~'7·13}
The end conditions here were the same as those of Johnston
and Cheney.('7 .. l2} Correlation with the theory is quite
good.
2Q5.i53
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Further comparisons may here be made for column
tests performed recently at Lehigh University(7.a). The
end conditions of these were essentially the same as for the
tests of Johnstpn and Cheney, that is~ load was applied
through knife edges placed perpendicular to the web. In
each test, a constant axial force was maintained, moment
to failure was then applied at one end with a lever arm
~~tt&lch~d to the base of the colunm. (This loeding condition
corresponds to the one for which the interaction curves of
Fig. '7.15 are' a'pplicable)f Three of these colunms were
tested wi th an axial load of b .12:P and each carried they
full plastic moment. The adjusted slenderness ,ratios were
58, 91 and 120, r~spectively. This higher-than-predicted
strength is due to the influence of strain-hardening which
is particularly effective at ,relatively low values of the
axial load o The moment-versus-end rotation curve for the
fourth test is given in Fig. :,;.210 The 4WF13 column was
subjected to an axial load OfO.3:Py,and its corrected
'slenderness ratio was 890 The maximum moment which the column
carried was 0075M , the predIcted maximum moment from Fig.p ,.....,
7.15 was 007lMp "
The above comparisons of theory With ex-
perimental results show tha t the interaction curves of
" Fig" 7.14 and '7.15 are capable of predicting column behavior ..
•205053
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qui te accure tely provided la teral=torsional buckiing Is
prevented.. The spec imens used by Johnston and Cheney,
Campus and Massonnet,and 'at WisconsIn and Lehigh Univer-
sities were roiied shapes 9 probably containing a slmiIEfr
residual stress pattern to that present in the 8WF31 shape
used in deriving these curves o The hat sections used by
Nfason, Fisher and Winter had qui te a different residual
stress pil'ttern (see Figo :5 of Re'fo 7 ..11) .. However, cOrre-
lation seems to be equally good for' these tests also ..
5. De'sign Recommendations
The interaction curves shown for two loading
•
cases for the strong axis bending of wide=flange shapes in
Fig .. 7,,14 and 7 ..15 can be directly used in design.. As a
convenience in interpolating; the interaction curves have
been reduced to approximate design equations by means of
cu.rve f1 tting" (7 .. a) In order to arrIve at simpieapproxi-
mate equa tions their apPlicat'ion is iimi ted to 0 '<P/Py <. 0.6
and to 0 ~L/r <'120" These limi ts piace all practical
problems in plastic design weil within the scope ot the
equations, at least for buildings one or two stories in
height ..
In order to apply the following design rules, the
column must be adequately braced in the directionperpen-
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to the Euler buck- I
the full length,
a one half sine
dicular to the applied moments so as to prevent lateral~
torsional buckling 0 The ends'are assumed torsionally re";'
strained by the beams which frame into themo The ensuing
discussion assumes that the momen;ts produce bending about
the strong aXis~ as is generally the caseo For weak axis
bending the use of the suggested· approximate formulas would
usually lead to conservative designso In this case lateral-
torsional buckling would not be a problemo'- The above defined
limits of axial force ahd slenderness ratio are appropriate!
provided the whole frame is restrained from becoming un-
stable by means· of sway=bracing,9 bjT the lateral support of
an adjoining structure of kno~ stability~ or by lateral
stiffness furnished by the walls,9 floor slabs and the roofo
Theexlsting solutions of the case where the moment
ratio is + 1 (Figo 7014)and 0 (Fjgc7015)~mey be extended to
cover alt cases of colunm loading in the following manner:
A COlLUTIn which is ben t in to double curva ture (in to
an S-shape) by equal end moments (moment· ratio -1), can be
thought of as two colunms of the type shown on the inset of
Figo 7~15, where the inflection point at the center provides
the moment-free pin jointo~} Thus, if the slenderness ratio
* Moment ratio is defined as the ratio of the smaller of the
two end moments to the larger oneo It is positive when each
moment causes the same curvature (single curvature) and nega-
tive when one moment causes opposite curvature to the other
(double curvature}o
{~*If the axi.al force on the column is close
ling load· for an aXially loaded colunm of
the column may unwind from an S=shape to
..
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of the column is 120, the corresponding slen<terness of the'
effective colunm is only 60. In Fig. 7.15 it may be observed
that for slenderness ratios ranging from '0. to 60 and for
O· < Ii ~ O.. 6P the curves are almost identical to the curvey
for full plasticity (:t/r = 0). Thus, in the case of loading
producing double curvature the equation' for a zero length
member may be used (Eq. 7011) without causing an appreciable
('3!'ror (error is less than 8%).
For colunms with a moment ratio from -1.0 to 0, the
equations for the more severe case could be used (that is,
for -a moment ra ti 0 of 0). Similarly', the equations for a
moment ratio of + 1~0 couid be used if the ratio ranges from
o to + 1.00
In summary, the following guides are l1s ted for the'
design of steel wide-flange colunms bent about their niajor
axis in frames where sidesway is prevented:
205053(703)
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WIDE-FLANGE GOtUMNSgSTRONG AXIS BENDTIlG
Range of APPlication ~
The slenderness ratio with respect to theaxfs of'
bending must be equal to Or less than 120 and the
axial force must be equal to or less than O.6PY•
The' colunm must be' adequa tely supported la teral1y,
and sidesway must be prevented by external means.
Column Equations:
•
1 .. Ratio of end moments of -1~0 (Fig. 7 .. 15)
Mc/Mp ::: 1.18 (1 .;, 'P!p), M /M <1.0 ('7.16)'yap
..
2 ..Ratio of end moments varying from -1 to 0 (Fig.7J.5)
Mo/~ :::B - G(P!py ), Mo/Mp~1.0 (7017)
where B: 1013 + (L/r) /3080 +- (t/:r»2/185,000
G j,'i: 1 .. 11 +CL!r)/190 -(L!r)2/9 ,000,t(L/r)3/720 ,000
3.. Ratio of end moments varying from 0 to+ 1.0 (Flg .. 7.14:)
Mo/Mp =1.00' - K(P/Py ) - J(p/py )2 (7.18)
where K j,'i: O..420+-(L/r)/70 - (L!r)2/29 ,000+(t/ry3/1 ,160,OO()
J = 0 .. 770 -(L/r)/60+ (t/r)2/8 ,700 -(t/r)3/606 ,000
In Eqs. 7016 and 7.17 the quanti ty M .. should bef
, 0
taken 'as the, larger of the two end momentso Values of B,
G, Kand J a're tabulated for slenderness ratios of 0 to
120 in Ref. :3 .. 5 ..
,-
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7.4 ROTATION CAPACITY
Ifa frame is t'o fail by the formation of Broech";
ariism, the colunm ends may be required to undergo a certain
amount' of inelastic rotation, at the same time the axial
load and end moments must be maintained on this column .. This
is especially true ofa column which contains the first
p1El stic hinge ~ since this' hinge mus't continue to r'otate un";"
til the last plastic hinge of' the frame is developed. 'The
problem is thus to determine whether a column end can undergo
the needed ro ta tion and s till, support the loa-ds for which it
was designed ..
The rotation requirement of a particular hinge in
order to form a mechanism under a given loading condition
can be determined for any given colUmn bYliln elastic-plastic
method which has been developed by Driscoll-(7016).. This
will be d'1scussed further in Chapter 8 of this Commentary.
flbe theory outlined in Art. '7.;rf of this Chapter
permits the calculation of the' end moment versus end. slope
curve up to the point of maximum 'momen t. Even though no
theory is pre'sently available' for'determipingthe rotation
capac:tty of wide-nange columns beyond this point, an eval;.,
UB tion of the performance of columns ,in test's shows that
adequate rotation capacity will be exhibl ted for the usual
one-or two-story structure,\> provided that lateral-torsional
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The following facts may be deduced about ro'tation
capaci ty from the observed data:'
1)' IIi all of the experiments on full-scale frames,
described in Part I, of the Commentary, the maximum
loads wh ich were sus ta ined were at lea st' equal to
·th'-::l theoretical loads' computed on the basis of the
simple plastic theory.. It is evident therefore,
that the ends of these columns exhibi ted the rota-
tion capacity required to form a mechanism .. As is
shown in Art .. 5 ..3jl the ,l()ading and dimensions of
these frames were of pra'ctical proportions.
2) Observations of the rotational behavior of as-rolled
wide-flange columns subjected to bending moments
about the strong axis "were 'made in Ref .. 7.1'70 The
tests were performed on BwF3l anc1 4WF13 columns,
which ranged in slenderness ratio from 27 to Ill ..
Most of the columns were subjected to an axial load
of O.. 12Py " No lateral bracing was provided between
the supports for any of the tests; the prevalent
mode of failure was therefore lateral-torE!ional
buckling. Many of the tested columns exhibited a
rotation capaci ty of at least twice the rotation
f~b5.03
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at the elastic iimit, the best performance corres-
ponding to the usual case of unequal end moments.
In some instances the moment versus end rotation
curve was still rising when the test was discontinued.
~.
.. '
3:) "Unloading" characteristics observed during colulmi
tests(7.11) indicated that the rotation capacity of
columns loaded in symmetrical single curvature de-
creased with an increase ~of the axial load o The
load versus deflection curve dropped off more rapidly
(that is~ the column started to unload sooner) for
shorter columns, whereas for more slender columns
(t/r = 110) the load remained at its maximum value
over a considerable range of deformation. (In
these experiments lateral-torsional buckiing did
," .
not occur because bending ,was appii~d in the ~lElne
of ~ymmet~J of the hat-shaped sections.)( ..
A column loaded in symmetricai single curvature is
:illost unusual in building frames~' Aithough certain of these
members would exhibi t the nee'ded rota tion capacity, others
'Would not. Consequently, for the very infrequent case in
';j9hich the moment diagram at failure" indicates a moment
ratio of +1.0 for the column, it would be appropriate to
check the sequence of hinge forma tion.( 7016 >. In many
'.
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cases such columns would contain "lest hinges" 0 If it
were found that such was not the, case, one could specify
a larger column in order to force the hinge to occur in
an adjacent membero
4) The results from one of the current series of tests
at Lehigh University are shown in Figo 7 0200 Also
shown are the data pertaining to this testo The
I,
end moment versus end rotation curve of this test
is showno The column was subjected to an axial
force of 0 03'Py ' and the loading condition was tha t
of an external moment applied at one endo The
slenderness ratio in the direction of bending was
90, and the member was braced laterally according
to the ruies of Arto 603 of this COmmElntary (Eq06025jo
The total rotation was about three times the rota-
tion ~t the elastic limi t when the test was dis-
continued 0 Even though the slenderness ratio and
the eXial force were considerably higher than those
commonly encountered in the ~pes of structures
considered in this Commentary, the end rotation
capacity of this column app~ars satisfactoryo
'f
.'
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7.5 THE INFLUENCEOFLATERAL~TORSIONAL BUCKLING
If a column has sufficiently different bending
stiffnesaes in its two principal directions and if the ex-
:ternal bending moments are applied 'in the stronger direction,
the column may not reach the strength implied in Art. 7.3
unless adequate lateral bracing is provided. It will fail
generally by lateral-torsional b~ckling before excessive
bending in the plane of the momerits is reached.
This type of buckling'has been observed by experi-
menters who have conducted eccentrically-loaded column
tests OIl wide -flange sections where the 'eccentricityof
, . ' (6030,7;12,7017)
loading was in the strong plane. ,
For columns of intermediate slenderness ratio, which
usually occur in one-or two-story rigid frames, lateral-
torsional buckling does not take place'until parts of the
column ha ve yielded. Although the'oretical solutions are
available for a wide range of'loading and end conditions
for elastic lateral-torsional buckling,* a complete solu-
tion to the inelastic problem in still lacking. Work at
Lehigh University is aimed at a solution'to the inelastic
later8l~torsional buckling of beam-columns, including the
.....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*For a summary of these see Chapter.s3 and 4 of Ref. 6018
and in Ref. 7014;9 most comprehensive treatment of the
problem is gi ven by Sa1vadori.' 6 .36)
..
influence of residual stress. A solution has been obtained
Lateral-torsional buckling of a column which is loca-
t~d in a plastically designed structure may tend to exagger-
1
I
~ts the following two effects:
(1) The maximum strength predicted by the theory of
Art 0 '7.3 may not be fUlly realized.
,
•
(2) The rotation capacity may be impaired.
The greatest reduction in s~rength is associated
With columns deflected in single curvature by equal end
moments (see Ref. '7.18) if the ends of the columns are com-
pletely unrestrained in the weak direction. Tests of columns
under equal end moments causing s in'gle curve ture but in
('7.i2 )
which almost full restraint about the weak axis was achieved,
show that in almost all instances it is possible to reach
the strength predicted by the theory of Art. 7.3 (see Fig.
7' .. 1'7 to '7.19). The exception is where the axial load is
6iose to the Euler buckling load. For other 10scUng cases
such as the one shown in Fig. 7.18, the reduction of strength
due to lateral-torsional buckling becomes even less.*
;rf a calculation of-the-reduction-in strength-is necessary,
the methods of Ref. 7.18 may be used •. An approximation of this
strength may aiso be obtained by using the interaction equation
(Eqo7e13),where Mp is replaced by the critical lateral bucKnng
moment and Pcr is the weak axis buckling load.
..
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•
It may thus be conciuded that for the type of
columns which occur in the structures considered in this
CommentarYi the column theory of Arto 7.3 will give a satis-
fa"ctory prediction of column strengthi provided that con-
siderable restraint of the co~urnn ends in the weak direction
is provided. Commonly used base-plate and anchor bolt
Rrrsngements and the necessary transverse beams between
:g'ldjacent frames at the colunm top will in general insure
thiso
The second possible et'fect"of lateral-torsional
buckling is to influence the rota tion capaci ty. Since Ref •
7.17 shows that the rotation capacity may be reduced if the
member fails by lateral instabiiitYi it is recommended that
lateral-torsional buckling be prevented by suitable inter-
med1.ate bracing in regions of plastic bending. Until t'uture
research discioses a perhaps more liberal "procedure, it is
suggested that the spacing of the bracing points be in ac-
cordance with the recommendations made in Art. 6.3 (Eq.6.25).
In case ioading produces symmetrical single curvature,
. I
the minimum bracing dis tance of 35ry should be used through- .
out the column length. Figure 7 020 shows the results ot' a
te~, t in which the la teral support spacing was in aC.cordance
with Eq. 6.25. The lateral support was adequate to prevent
lateral-torsional buckling failure •
205.•53
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In Art .. 783 a method was presented by which the
strength of individual columns subjected to an axial force
and to bending moments in one of its principal planes can
be predicted if no lateral-torsional buckling occurs •
...
As was pointed out in Art. 7.Lp the maximum load which the
structure as a whole can carry' may be Ie ss than the load
tJor{J.pu'teo. on the basis of the strl~ngth of its individual mem-
bers if sidesway is not prevented.. In this case the poss1-
bili ty exists .tha t the frame as a whole becomes unstable
before the plastic mechanism is formed. If this occurs
the structure is said to have failed by "frame instability".
Frame instability may manifest itself by one of the
following two phenomenag
1) If a frame is subjected to a combination of
horizontal and vertical forces, it deforms
laterally from the first load application. The
change in geometry may alter the carrying capa-
city of the individual column, since the ,coiumn
ends are no longer one above the other and hence
additional bending moments are introduced by the
vertical loads. The Whole structure becomes un-
stable in this deformed position much like the
eccentrically loaded beam-colunm of Art. 7030
205.53
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A load-deformation curve is shown for this
type of instability in Fig. 7.21. (Frame a).
·At a certain critical loading, the structure
continues to deform without an increase of load.
2) If a symmetrical structure is loaded by symme-
trical vertical f'orces (Framesb and c in Fig.
7 0 21), it is possible that the frame may pass
!
from til symmetrical, stable deflection configura-
tion to an unsymmetrical, unstable configuration.
At this instant the total resistance to an over-
all lateral movement becomes zero. The load-
deflection curve is characterized by a shift
from a situation where P can increase as the
deformations increase to one where iarge de-
flections develop without an increase in load.
~is behavior is analogous to that of a centrally
loaded column, where.at,a certain critical load
bifurca;tion' of equilibrium is possible.
....
The first of these phenomena is now under study by
(7.23)
Merchant 0 These theore'tical "and experimental studies
are attempting to establish limits of loading and frame
geometry in which frame instabill ty will not be a problem•
They will have particular application to mUlti-story frames.
-51
This type of instability has never 'been observed in any of
the previous full~cale frame. tests~ In praetical structures
additional stiffness is available dlle to the walls, fioor
slabs and the roof.
The second of these effects has been under extensive
investigation for structures where the forces may be assumed
to act in the column only, that(is; when prinua"ry bending
"
affects can be neglected (Frame b ih Fig. 7.21). A summary
of this work can be found in Chapters6 and 7 of Ref. e.18
and in Ref. 7.14 and 7.20. In such cases the "effective"
The loading condition for which the above discussion
holds (that is, only axial loads in the columns and iittle
•205.53
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or no bending). is seldom met in practice. Rigid frames
are primarily designed to support" loads by bending action
rather than by compression. Chwalla has shown (as dis-
cussed on p. 225, Ref. 6.18) that for a symmetric, single-
story, single-bay rigid frame which is loaded in the beam
by two equal, vertical force~ .t equal distances fr~m th~
column, the resulting critical load despite the presence
~f bending, is only slightly smaller than the critical
. .
load obtained by piacing all~~.l<?ads on the colunms (that
is, by neglecting bending).
At the present time there is no method by which
inelastic frame instability can be "precisely predicteQ,'o
The problem is being studied analY,tically and experimen-
tally at several institutions, and it can be expected that
some better methods will soon be forthcoming. Experiments
are currently ~eing conducted on steel rigid frame models
~tLeh1gh University to determine .. the range of the
axial force and the slenderness ratio for which frame in-
stability need not be cons idere~.
Approximate calculations show that frame instability
for plastically designed structures will not occur if the
slenderness ratio and the axial load ratio of the columns
are held within the following limits~
2 (P!Py ) + (1/70) (L/r) ~ 1.00 (7.19)
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Justification for this rule may be found by considering
the single-story, single-bay frame shown in Fig. 7.22.
Just before sidesway takes place, partially plastif1ed
zones nia-y develop at both knees of the frame. At aide~
away, the "windward" knee unloads (that is, it becomes
ela 8t1c again) an d the "leeward" knee becomes more plasti-
fied due to a corresponding increase in rotation. The
,~ur'V'ea in Fig. ,., .22 show a ssfe solution to this problem
wherein this plastic hinge is replaced by a "realD hinge
(resisting moment neglected) and the loads are moved to
the top of 'the columns (with little effect upon stability).
The str~~ght iine of Eq. 7.19 is seen to give a safe solu-
tion when compared to the curves of this solution for the
ra tio of ICh/IBL :: 2.5. Part! al base fixity would increase
the resistance of the frame considerably ,as shown recently
by exp-eriments on frame models at LehighUniversi ty, where-
pgrtial base fixity was accomplished by rigidly attaching
m beam between the ends of the columnso~
•"
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(This list of symbols only contains terms which
are not defined in the nomenclature section of Parts; I
and IIA of the Commentaryo)
B
h
k
K
-
-
=
=
...
...
-
-
-
=
•
Beam-column interaction equation coefficient
Beam-column interaction equation coefficient
Story height
Beam-column interaction equation coefficient
Effective column length coefficient
Beam-column interaction equation coefficient
Equivalent end moment on beam-column
Elastic moment at section "iff
Res idual momen t
Larger of the two end moments on a beam-column
],i~ filSmaller 'of the two end moments on a beam-cO:lumn
aM.y.
p
ta,
Per
I
Yet
~
x
:: Range of moment in which M-¢ curve is linear
:= Maximum load for alternating plasticity
= Critical load on axially loaded column
::: Centerline deflection
:: Piastic modulus about x-axis
:: Plastic modulus about y-axis
"
cAl;f!:' ::: Proportionality factors
e = Elastic rotationy
-
-
Compressive residual stress
Tensile residual stress
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tP V ~# TA---
1
4
1145 mm ~~ . 1145 mm '
-I
(1) .tt
Center span loaded
P.N. 12 beam
{Strong a:)ds Loading)
t *1"(3) #~'='=====*;r=:=:!::='l~
Ii)(, P ,,' 'j .Il '
(4) -l7J-""'-"""'""""'~=.~t.~,
r-----...,.-----,.---------'---------------~....,.-~~", ..
Cyclic Loading
( 0<,= 1)
Proportional
,Loading
i
~~'''"';~\
o
% Ps % ~%' .Ps (obsii;1d(Theo:~ticai) (ObSer~:d) Pa(tbeo>i
1========11===-1=======+======4=====-=======- .~
t'max .% • ~
Pu
105
o
1/4
3/4
84.2
87.6
95.6
85.7
86.7
95.6
102
99
100
Pu Theoretical failure load by sim~le
plastic theory
PmGl-x == Observed plastic failure load'. 1
.
Table 6. 2a TEST RESULTS OF DEFLECTION ,STABIL1TY OF
lWO-SPAN CONTINUOUS BEAMS(6.50)
..
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LOADING CYCLES
.i
P lp
i\- (1) ..,P,2 f i
P
%-Ji- =t7>t= *""
~l§..8" 19.2ti · 19.2" I 28.8" (2) #: f t 1 ~;IS;I
~ 4811 48" (3) -# il t 1 7ft-*"
4WJF13 Beam (4)
-1# l t
P
"A-
"*(Weak Axis Load i.I' g) t iF(5)
-# =A-1IF..
..
(kips) kips
Pobser.p p
Criterion Ptheo.
1i'=~=
(thea) (abs)
~
Proportional Pu = 16.81 Pmax=17.08 101.6%
Loading Pu = 16.81 Pmax = 17.68 105.2%
Cyclic
(P~)uH:;= 13.72 (ps)max. = 14.8 (l.'s)max;:: 88%
Loading (fu)theo
Table 6.2b TESTS RESULTS OF DEFLECTION STABILITY
OF TWO-SPAN CONTINUOUS BEAMS(6.51)
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r-
PsH (kips) (kips) (kips)I Pobser ~or~ . Pa or Pii :P8 orPa Pu~. Clt1terion Structures Pthea PaI '. (thea. ) (abeer) (thea) I Pupr_
..!1
~ l~if, ..II £.1.trei'-I i1.~ti:nr~ 4WI~ (;,'1 5.68 6.0 106% 5.76 . 104%I J;llasti- ~city
P 2i 12P
C:Jfe~ic r}~1 ~. ,- .).5'
b' .1
Lo~ull~n3 1 41vV=1, 1iI~ 5.8~ 6.80 117% 7.76 87.7%
:,·.W
I
Table 6. 2c 'rEST .B.ESlJl.,,'lS~·Rm'ID·~~·.·:W~
~~~6;:-~.it~.,-.~,.~-,-u -.J' . '.
.......
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Fig.' 6.24 MOMENT-'CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP AT THE BUILT- IN END OF A
CANTILEVER BEAM UNDER ALTERNATING PLASTICITY
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(a) Two span continuous beam
(b) Panel mechan~sm
(c) Moment diagram for P acti~g
at B only (Elastic analysis)
(d) Residual moment diagram
after loaqing cycle (c)
-12/64'PL1 P
t 10/64
d
D
'I -1/38r'~=~=:::==E~:::::===:==1
-20/38 Mp
(e) Moment diagram for P acting
at Band D (Elastic analysis)
(f) Residual moment diagram
after loading cycle (e)
(g) Morrent diagram for Pa acting
at B .only
(h) Moment diagram for fa acting
at Band D
Fig •. 6.25 TWO-SPAN CONTINUOUS BEAM UNDER VARIABLE REPEATED LOADING
(DEFLECTION STABILITY)
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Fig. 6.26 MOMENT VS. LOAD RELATIONSHIPS OF
THE .SHAKEDOWN BEHAVIOR OF A TWO-
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Fig. 6.27 DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENtATION OF DEFLECTION ,STABILITY
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Fig. 7.1 MOMENT CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP FOR RECTANGULAR SECTION
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Fig. 7.4 INTERACTION CURVE FOR WEAK AXIS BENDING OF WF SECTION
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